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Chapter 1 
General Introduction 
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1.  The Plant Immune System 
1.1. MAMP-Triggered Immunity 
In nature, plants are constantly in contact with diverse microbes (Cao et al., 2017, 
Chisholm et al., 2006).  However, the deployment of a highly evolved immune 
system ensures that most plants are resistant to most pathogens and only a limited 
number of microbes can successfully infect host plants (Jones & Dangl, 2006).  
Due to the negative risks associated with a constitutively activated immune system 
(which include a high metabolic penalty and decreased mass) the immune system 
of plants is multi-layered and finely tuned to respond only when potential threats 
are perceived.  In addition to physical barriers against invasion, including a waxy 
cuticle and the cell walls of individual cells, plants sense conserved molecules 
(microbe-associated molecular patterns, or MAMPs) via membrane-localized 
pattern recognition receptor (PRR) receptor-like kinases (RLKs) as a first line of 
defense (Bent & Mackey, 2007, Dodds & Rathjen, 2010).  RLKs are typically 
composed of an extracellular domain for ligand binding and an intracellular kinase 
domain for signal transduction.   
 
Characterized MAMPs from bacterial pathogens include flagellin (and the shorter 
22 amino acid peptide flg22) and elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu, and the shorter 18 
amino acid peptide elf18) (Zipfel et al., 2004, Zipfel et al., 2006).  These elicitors 
are either directly bound by the RLKs or are bound by distinct receptor-like proteins 
with no intracellular kinase domain (Macho & Zipfel, 2014).  For function, these 
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receptors must then heterodimerize with RLKs or separate cytoplasmic kinases 
such that the appropriate signal transduction cascade can occur.  The structure of 
the receptor for flg22, FLAGELLIN-SENSITIVE 2 (FLS2), includes extracellular 
leucine-rich repeats in addition to an active intracellular kinase domain.  FLS2 
associates with a coreceptor BRI1-ASSOCIATED RECEPTOR KINASE 1 (BAK1) 
upon flg22 perception- both kinases are transphosphorylated which allows for 
downstream signaling through BOTRYTIS-INDUCED KINASE 1 (BIK1), mitogen-
activated protein kinases, or calcium-dependent protein kinases (CPDKs) 
(Schulze et al., 2010).  Similarly to FLS2, the EF-Tu receptor (EFR) is a leucine-
rich repeat (LRR) RLK which requires BAK1. 
 
A rapid response to MAMP perception is the production of reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) (Sewelam et al., 2016).  ROS production is dependent on the enzymes 
NADPH oxidases, or respiratory burst oxidase homologs (RBOHs) (Torres et al., 
2002).  In Arabidopsis, mutants in RBOHD and RBOHF are deficient in ROS 
production triggered by MAMPs, leading to enhanced susceptibility to bacterial 
pathogens (Torres et al., 2002).  Further responses to MAMP elicitation include 
MAPK/CDPK activation, SA accumulation, stomatal closure, and callose 
deposition (Newman et al., 2013).   
 
While MAMP-triggered immunity (MTI) is robust and effective, successful 
pathogens have evolved ways to interfere with these defenses and establish 
infection.  Pathogenic bacteria typically enter tissues through openings such as 
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wounds, hydathodes, and stomata.  Some bacteria, including select pathovars of 
the phytopathogen Pseudomonas syringae, excrete toxins into host cells as a 
mechanism of infection.  One characterized toxin, coronatine, is a molecular mimic 
of jasmonic acid-isoleucine (Katsir et al., 2008).  Coronatine opens stomata and 
downregulates salicylic acid (SA)-mediated immune responses which are induced 
as a defense against biotrophic pathogens (Uppalapati et al., 2007).   
 
1.2. Type III-Secreted Effector Proteins 
Additionally, these bacteria deliver proteinaceous molecules into host cells directly 
through a needle-like structure called the type III secretion system (T3SS) (Collmer 
et al., 2000, Cui et al., 2015).  This T3SS injectisome is similar to the apparatus 
which assembles bacterial flagella (Erhardt et al., 2010).  In the model pathogen 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000, several of these molecules are coded 
on the genome flanking the hrp/hrc gene locus (hypersensitive response and 
pathogenicity/hypersensitive response and conserved) which codes for the T3SS 
(Alfano et al., 2000).  Proteins secreted from the T3SS, termed effector proteins, 
include an N-terminal signal for secretion.  Pathogens typically deliver a suite of 
effectors into host cells of varying number.  For example, P. syringae secretes 
around 30 effectors while soybean oomycete pathogens can secrete several 
hundred effectors (Kamoun, 2006).   
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The roles of these proteins are numerous and varied and often include 
reprogramming of the cell to benefit the pathogen (Xin & He, 2013).  Examples of 
effector functions as positive regulators of virulence include suppression of MTI 
responses and the conversion of host cells into a steady source of nutrients for the 
pathogen.  The ability to suppress MTI responses is key for successful host 
colonization, and biochemical characterization of effectors which target MTI 
components supports this.  A specific example is P. syringae AvrPto which targets 
and directly binds to BAK1 and FLS2, disabling these sensors and aiding 
pathogenesis (Xiang et al., 2008, Shan et al., 2008).  The AvrPtoB effector targets 
the AtCERK1 (Chitin elicitor receptor kinase 1) receptor that recognizes 
chitooligosaccharides (COs), MAMPs derived from fungal pathogens (Gimenez-
Ibanez et al., 2009).  A further example of effector suppression of MTI is the 
Xanthomonas outer protein D (XopD) effector, a small ubiquitin-like modifier 
(SUMO) protease which desumoylates the ethylene response factor SIERF4 in 
tomato, thereby suppressing ethylene production required for immunity against X. 
campestris pv. vesicatoria (Kim et al., 2013).   
 
Effectors can also manipulate host cells into serving as a nutrient source- for 
example, the TAL (transcription activator-like) effectors from Xanthomonas act as 
transcription factors, directly binding promoter regions of genes and regulating 
their transcription to benefit the invading pathogen (Boch et al., 2014).  Specific 
TAL effectors, for example, can bind to promoters of SWEET sugar transporters 
of rice and cassava which induces transport of sugar into spaces where the 
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pathogen can access it (Chen et al., 2010, Cohn et al., 2014).  A further example 
of effector interference with host transcriptional regulation is the acetylation of 
WRKY transcription factors by the Ralstonia solanacearum effector PopP2 (Sarris 
et al., 2015).  This presumably functions to inhibit the binding of WRKYs to host 
target promoters, leading to enhanced pathogen fitness on susceptible plants.  It 
has been shown that PopP2 can dislodge some WRKYs from host DNA, strongly 
suggesting direct interference in host cell programming (Le Roux et al., 2015, 
Sarris et al., 2015).  
 
1.3. Resistance Proteins and Effector-Triggered Immunity 
 
Plants have evolved mechanisms to detect the presence or action of these 
effectors, however, and induce a distinct immune response known as effector-
triggered immunity (ETI) (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010, Jones & Dangl, 2006).  ETI is 
mediated through resistance proteins which can directly or indirectly detect 
effectors.  A few interactions between effectors and resistance proteins have been 
characterized, and the mechanisms by which the host recognizes effectors is of 
paramount importance because they often reveal insights into how immunity 
works, potentially leading to novel engineering of resistance in agronomic crop 
species.  ETI often culminates in a hypersensitive response (HR), programmed 
cell death which halts the spread of biotrophic pathogens but not necrotrophs 
which feed on dead tissues (Chisholm et al., 2006).  While ETI is a powerful 
defense mechanism against pathogens, pathogens can lose the specific effector 
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that triggers ETI, mutate the effector so that virulence is maintained but ETI is lost, 
or acquire novel effectors via horizontal gene transfer or evolution which can break 
the host immune response. 
 
Host resistance proteins are structurally similar to the NOD (nucleotide-binding 
oligomerization domain)-LRR proteins of mammals.  These NLR (NOD-like 
receptor) proteins are largely subdivided into two subclasses called the CC-NBS-
LRRs (coiled-coil-nucleotide-binding site-leucine-rich repeats), with an N-terminal 
coiled-coil domain, and the TIR-NBS-LRRs (Toll/interleukin-1 receptor-NBS-
LRRs) which have similarities to the intracellular domain of the animal Toll-like 
receptors (McHale et al., 2006).  Flor’s gene-for-gene hypothesis predicted a 
specific one-to-one pathogen gene/host gene presence leading to resistance (Flor, 
1971).  Today we know that this is a result of observed effector protein/resistance 
protein interactions. 
 
One way in which this resistance works is the pathogen effector directly binding 
the host resistance protein, activating the resistance protein and triggering ETI, 
known as the direct method of recognition.  One of the earliest identified 
demonstrations of direct effector/resistance protein activation is in rice.  Here, the 
Pi-ta resistance protein confers resistance against rice blast fungus Magnaporthe 
grisea through direct binding of the AvrPita protein delivered from the fungus (Jia 
et al., 2000).  A further example is in flax, where gene products of the polymorphic 
AvrL567 genes from the flax rust fungus Melampsora lini are directly bound and 
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recognized by NLR proteins derived from the L alleles L5, L6, and L7 (Dodds et 
al., 2006).   
 
In addition to this direct mechanism of resistance ETI can also be triggered in 
indirect ways.  The guard model postulates that many resistance proteins do not 
directly interact with effector proteins but instead sense the modification of a 
guarded host protein by the effector which then enables activation of host immune 
signaling (Dangl & McDowell, 2006).  A famous example of this guard model in 
Arabidopsis is the AvrRpm1/AvrB-triggered immunity through the plasma 
membrane-localized RESISTANCE TO PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE PV. 
MACULICOLA 1 (RPM1) (Mackey et al., 2002).  The AvrRpm1 effector, which 
includes a myristoylation site for fatty acylation and membrane tethering, induces 
phosphorylation of RPM1-Interacting Protein4 (RIN4) which negatively regulates 
immunity in the absence of ETI.  The AvrB effector causes the RPM1-interacting 
protein kinase to phosphorylate RIN4, activating RPM1 and triggering ETI (Liu et 
al., 2011).  A different effector, AvrRpt2, cleaves RIN4, leading to activation of the 
resistance protein RPS2 (Resistant to P. Syringae 2) (Axtell & Staskawicz, 2003, 
Mackey et al., 2003).   
 
A further model under the umbrella of indirect ETI mechanisms is the decoy model 
(van der Hoorn & Kamoun, 2008).  In this model, resistance proteins guard host 
proteins with evolved structural similarities to effector targets in the cell.  Effectors 
which originally evolved to target specific host proteins, theoretically benefitting the 
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pathogen, are also “tricked” into targeting the decoy proteins which activate 
resistance proteins and defense.  A specific example of this is the targeting and 
cleavage of the Arabidopsis serine/threonine protein kinase AvrPphB Susceptible 
1 (PBS1) by the AvrPphB effector (Ade et al., 2007, Shao et al., 2003).  In this 
example, RPS5 guards the PBS1 resistance protein which is activated upon PBS1 
perception of AvrPphB.  Other distinct mechanisms of resistance also exist, such 
as the executor genes which trap TAL effectors in their promoter regions, initiating 
a defense response mediated by the downstream encoded resistance protein.  An 
example of this is pepper Bs3 which recognizes AvrBs3 from Xanthomonas 
campestris pv. vesicatoria (Romer et al., 2009, Van den Ackerveken et al., 1996). 
 
While it is unknown exactly how resistance proteins ultimately lead to resistance 
in plants, discoveries have begun identifying specific components which are 
required for this resistance to work.  For example, the TNL resistance proteins 
generally require the lipase-like protein Enhanced Disease Susceptibility 1 (EDS1) 
while the CNL resistance proteins require the plasma membrane-localized Non-
Race-Specific Disease Resistance 1 (NDR1) for function, although there are 
exceptions to this general rule (Parker et al., 1996, Century et al., 1997).  EDS1 
complexes with another lipase-like protein, Phytoalexin Deficient 4 (PAD4), are 
important to TNL-mediated ETI (Falk et al., 1999, Feys et al., 2001).  Additionally, 
distinct chaperone proteins have been shown to be important to resistance protein 
function- the heat shock protein HSP90 associates with the RAR1 and SGT1 
chaperones and these chaperones affect resistance protein folding and stability 
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(Shirasu, 2009).  A further component of resistance protein signaling consists of 
signaling pathways mediated by hormones, importantly the previously mentioned 
SA and jasmonic acid (JA).  SA is generally functional against biotrophic 
pathogens and often behaves antagonistically to JA, activating further downstream 
components important in defense (Kunkel & Brooks, 2002). 
 
1.4. RPS4/RRS1-Triggered Immunity 
 
The TNL resistance protein RPS4 confers resistance against pathogens secreting 
the AvrRps4 effector protein (Gassmann et al., 1999).  AvrRps4 is a 221 amino 
acid protein originally isolated from Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi (Hinsch & 
Staskawicz, 1996).  AvrRps4 was proposed to be delivered to host chloroplasts 
where it is processed between Gly 133 and Gly 134 (Sohn et al., 2009).  AvrRps4 
has been shown to promote virulence of bacteria in both Nicotiana benthamiana 
and the Arabidopsis rps4 mutant, and this virulence activity requires both 
proteolytic processing as well as a KRVY motif at the N-terminus of the C-terminal 
moiety (Sohn et al., 2009).  Surprisingly, this study also showed that a processing-
deficient mutant of AvrRps4 (R112L) lost virulence activity while maintaining its 
function in ETI in Arabidopsis.  The C-terminal moiety (AvrRps4C) has been shown 
to form a coiled-coil and is sufficient to trigger an HR in turnip, whereas the 
structure of the N-terminal moiety (AvrRps4N) is uncharacterized (Sohn et al., 
2012, Sohn et al., 2009).  AvrRps4N contains the signal peptide for secretion 
through the T3SS as well as a transit peptide for translocation into chloroplasts (Li 
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et al., 2014).  Further functions of AvrRps4N have been to date uncharacterized.  
The biochemical function of AvrRps4 is unknown, although it has been shown to 
directly interact with EDS1 (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011).  It has been postulated that 
activation of RPS4 is dependent upon AvrRps4-triggered dissociation of EDS1 and 
RPS4 complexes (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011). 
   
A further model for RPS4 activation incorporates the resistance protein RRS1.  
RRS1 is another TNL protein with structural similarity to RPS4.  However, it 
additionally includes an integrated WRKY domain at its C-terminus (Deslandes et 
al., 2002).  To fully appreciate RPS4/RRS1 ETI dynamics one must understand 
how alleles of RRS1 function in ETI.  RPS4 and RRS1 are located adjacently in a 
head-to-head orientation in the genome and divergently transcribed (Narusaka et 
al., 2013).  The RRS1-R allele found in some Arabidopsis accessions confers 
resistance against bacteria secreting the previously mentioned PopP2 effector, 
whereas the RRS1-S allele of the Col-0 accession does not (Deslandes et al., 
2003).  There is a requirement of RRS1-R or RRS1-S for AvrRps4 ETI, and RPS4 
is necessary for PopP2 ETI mediated by RRS1-R (Birker et al., 2009, Narusaka et 
al., 2009).  An additional complexity of RPS4/RRS1 ETI arose with the observation 
that mutations in either RPS4 or RRS1 in Col-0 did not completely abolish AvrRps4 
ETI.  This led to the identification of another R-gene pair, RPS4B and RRS1B, 
which confer resistance against bacteria expressing AvrRps4 (but not PopP2) 
(Saucet et al., 2015).  While RPS4/RRS1 can associate with their sister proteins 
RPS4B/RRS1B they fail to trigger ETI in these specific pairings. 
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Key to RPS4/RRS1-mediated immunity is the aforementioned WRKY domain 
integrated into RRS1.  As a decoy, the RRS1 WRKY intercepts the PopP2 effector 
which acetylates both RRS1 WRKY as well as other host WRKYs (Sarris et al., 
2015, Le Roux et al., 2015).  This modification of RRS1 WRKY by PopP2 
subsequently activates RPS4, working as a pair to initiate ETI.  RPS4/RRS1 
interactions have been shown to heterodimerize via the TIR/TIR interface of each 
respective protein, and it has been proposed that RPS4/RRS1 TIR/TIR interactions 
keep RPS4 in an inactive “off” state which is flipped into an active “on” state 
following effector action on RRS1 (Williams et al., 2014).  While associations with 
AvrRps4 and RRS1 have been identified, it is currently not known if this interaction 
is direct and, importantly, what AvrRps4 is doing to RRS1 which results in the 
activation of RPS4.  
 
 
2. Rationale 
 
The current dogma for ETI activation by AvrRps4 is that AvrRps4C is the only 
functional moiety in triggering resistance.  Data from our studies, however, show 
that AvrRps4N interacts with EDS1, consistent with the possibility that AvrRps4N is 
a distinct effector domain of importance.  Additionally, other effectors are 
homologues of AvrRps4N fused to distinct C-terminal moieties (Li et al., 2014, 
Lindeberg et al., 2005).  Prior to this study AvrRps4C activity in triggering ETI was 
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only shown in turnip and heterologous overexpression systems (Sohn et al., 2009), 
leaving the possibility of AvrRps4N function obscure.  This study shows that 
AvrRps4N is indeed functional in ETI on resistant plants in addition to enhancing 
pathogen virulence on susceptible plants.  It fills in an important missing gap in 
AvrRps4-triggered immunity and provides a more complete model for not only ETI 
activated by AvrRps4 but also for how effectors might evolve to defeat the plant 
immune system. 
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Analysis of bacterially delivered AvrRps4-derived 
proteins using heterologous Type-III effector signal 
peptides 
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Abstract 
Phytopathogenic bacteria secrete effector proteins into host cells via a 
nanosyringe structure, the Type III secretion system.  These effectors manipulate 
host cells, often promoting pathogen virulence.  Resistant plants which express 
resistance genes can detect effectors, resulting in effector-triggered immunity 
(ETI).  The effector AvrRps4 is a 221 amino acid protein which is processed after 
delivery into plant cells.  The 88 amino acid C-terminal moiety was recently shown 
to adopt a coiled-coil structure and directly or indirectly associate with a subset of 
WRKY transcription factors.  The current model is that only AvrRps4C is functional 
in ETI and that the N-terminal 133 amino acid moiety functions mainly as a signal 
peptide for Type III secretion.  However, studies investigating AvrRps4N (1-133 
amino acids) as a functional effector domain are lacking, and AvrRps4C (134-221 
amino acids) function has only been shown in heterologous overexpression 
systems.  To further explore the effects of AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C in promoting 
virulence or triggering resistance at native levels I utilized a system to deliver 
separate AvrRps4 domains into cells using an effector delivery vector (EDV).  I 
discovered that this EDV has limitations when used in such studies, primarily that 
effectors are localized to host cell membranes.  While this system might be 
functional in testing ETI where resistance machinery is located at the membrane, 
its utility in testing ETI in other cellular compartments might be compromised. 
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Introduction 
Bacterial effector proteins are secreted into host plant cells and manipulate those 
cells, often to the benefit of the pathogen (Jones & Dangl, 2006, Xin & He, 2013).  
An example would be an effector targeting host resistance machinery thus allowing 
bacteria to evade or break host immune responses.  However, effectors can betray 
the pathogen to host plants which have resistance proteins to detect distinct 
effectors, conferring effector-triggered immunity (ETI) to the plant.  The AvrRps4 
effector is recognized by the RPS4 resistance protein (Gassmann et al., 1999).  
 
The RRS1 protein, which contains an integrated decoy WRKY domain at its C-
terminus, has been proposed to work as a pair with RPS4 to trigger ETI- AvrRps4C.  
The current model is that AvrRps4C targets WRKY transcription factors, 
presumably disrupting associations with promoters important to defense thus 
enhancing susceptibility (Sarris et al., 2015, Williams et al., 2014, Saucet et al., 
2015).  AvrRps4C, presumably functions as a virulence factor by targeting WRKYs 
important to immunity, is trapped by RRS1-WRKY thus activating RPS4.  Our 
interest with a possible role for AvrRps4N began with studies on EDS1, known to 
be required for AvrRps4 ETI.  We previously showed that N-terminally tagged 
AvrRps4 proteins interact directly with EDS1, leading to a possible connection 
between AvrRps4, EDS1, and RPS4 activation (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011).  These 
data, combined with the dearth of knowledge of AvrRps4N function, led us to 
explore the possibility of AvrRps4N as a functional effector domain.  To eliminate 
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the possibility of artifacts of heterologous overexpression we used the effector 
delivery vector (EDV) pVSP_PsSPdes which utilizes a signal peptide derived from 
the AvrRpm1 effector (AvrRpm1 SP) to deliver fragments of AvrRps4 and assess 
in planta responses (Rentel et al., 2008). 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Molecular Cloning 
Full-length avrRps4, avrRps4N, and avrRps4C were cloned into the Effector 
Detector Vector (EDV) using GatewayÓ recombination (Rentel et al., 2008).  
Constructs with the AvrRpm1 signal peptide deleted were made by joining by 
overlap PCR the avrRpm1 promoter with a 5’ EcoRI restriction site and avrRps4 
full-length, avrRps4N, or avrRps4C with 3’ HindIII sites.  G2A mutations in the 
AvrRpm1 signal peptide were made by re-amplification of the AvrRpm1 SP with 3 
base changes in the AvrRpm1 FOR primer. 
 
HopU1 signal peptide fusions of AvrRps4 fragments were cloned by first amplifying 
the N-terminal 50 or 80 amino acids of HopU1.  Overlap PCRs were performed to 
create AvrRpm1 Promoter/HopU1 signal peptide 50AA or 80AA fusions.  
Subsequent overlap PCRs were performed with AvrRps4 FL, AvrRps4N, or 
AvrRps4C-HA to make full fusion construct variants of AvrRpm1Pro-HopU1SP-
AvrRps4-HA.  Full fusion constructs were amplified with primers containing 5’ 
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EcoR1/3’ HindIII sites and cloned in-frame into the EcoRI/HindIII sites of the 
pVSP61 plasmid (Bisgrove et al., 1994). 
 
Translational fusions of avrRps4 full-length, avrRps4N, and avrRps4C to GFP were 
made by GatewayÓ recombination into the pMDC43 plasmid.  Constructs with the 
AvrRpm1 signal peptide added upstream of AvrRps4 were constructed by 
digesting AvrRps4-GFP pMDC43 with the PacI enzyme and ligating in the 
AvrRpm1 signal peptide.  All clones in this study were verified by Sanger 
sequencing. 
 
GFP Transient Expression in Nicotiana benthamiana 
AvrRps4-GFP-containing plasmids were moved from E. coli into Agrobacterium 
tumefaciens GV3101 using electroporation.  Plants were infiltrated with 
Agrobacterium at O.D. 0.2.  Cells were visualized using a Leica SP8 confocal 
microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) 3 days post-infiltration.   
 
Bacterial Plasmid Mobilization 
Plasmids were transferred from E. coli to Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato strain 
DC3000 by triparental mating (Brian Staskawicz, unpublished).  In brief, E. coli 
harboring respective plasmids were streaked onto LB containing appropriate 
antibiotics.  DC3000 was streaked out onto DifcoTM Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, 
Dickinson and Company, Sparks, MD) (PA) containing Rifampicin 100 mg/mL.  A 
helper E. coli strain was streaked out onto LB Kanamycin 50 mg/mL.  E. coli and 
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Pseudomonas strains were grown for 2 nights at 37°C or 28°C, respectively.  All 3 
strains were mixed into 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes containing LB and 150 µL was 
plated onto PA with no antibiotics.  Bacteria were grown for 2 nights at 28°C.  
Bacteria were suspended into water and serially diluted onto PA containing 
appropriate antibiotics.  Single colonies were screened via colony PCR to confirm 
successful mobilization of plasmids. 
 
Bacterial Secretion Assays 
Bacteria were grown on plates containing appropriate antibiotics overnight.  Cells 
were diluted to an O.D. of 2 x 108 cfu/mL into tubes containing 10 mL minimal 
media (Mudgett & Staskawicz, 1999) at 19°C overnight.  Proteins were precipitated 
using 100% TCA.  Total bacterial pellets or precipitated proteins were subjected to 
immunoblot analysis using HA antibodies (Roche).  Total and secreted proteins 
were subjected to NPTII antibodies to confirm that effectors were not detected in 
secreted fraction due to cell lysis. 
 
Plant-Pathogen Interaction Experiments.  
Plants were grown in short-day conditions as previously described (Bhattacharjee 
et al., 2011).  Arabidopsis rosette leaves were infiltrated with bacteria at 5 x 104 
cfu/mL densities.  Leaf discs were recovered and thoroughly ground in 10 mM 
MgCl2 and plated on DifcoTM Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, Dickinson and 
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Company) containing appropriate antibiotics.  Average values from a minimum of 
three biological replicates were used.   
 
Results and Discussion 
We utilized the EDV system pVSP_PsSPdes  where cloned effectors or effector 
fragments are delivered into host cells using a Type III secretion signal peptide 
(SP) derived from AvrRpm1 (Figure II-1).  Bacterial growth curves using the EDV 
system suggest that AvrRps4 FL triggers ETI in Arabidopsis Col-0 when delivered 
from DC3000 whereas AvrRps4N or AvrRps4C delivered as separate fragments do 
not (Figure II-2).  Bacterial secretion assays were performed which confirmed that 
the EDV system successfully allowed secretion of the protein fragments out of the 
bacteria into minimal media (Figure II-3).  Protein blots also confirmed that 
AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C are stable when expressed as separate fragments.  My 
initial conclusion was that both AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C together are required to 
trigger ETI in Col-0. 
  
In order to further address this conclusion a dual vector effector delivery system 
was developed where AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C are delivered on separate broad 
host range plasmids (pVSP61 and pML123, respectively) (Figure II-4).  
Interestingly, AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4C delivered from pML123 resulted in a slight 
growth reduction, but this growth reduction was indistinguishable when AvrRps4N 
was added (Figure II-5).  Protein blots showed enhanced AvrRps4C protein levels 
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when delivered from pML123 compared to pVSP61.  These data further supported 
the initial conclusion that both AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C are needed for full ETI 
response.  A possible flaw in this conclusion, however, was that AvrRpm1 has a 
myristoylation lipid modification residue (G2) which tethers the protein to cell 
membranes (Nimchuk et al., 2000).  A feasible explanation was that myristoylation 
of the AvrRpm1 signal peptide could lead to mislocalization of AvrRps4 fragments 
to cell membranes and away from the EDS1/RPS4/RRS1 detection machinery.  
Indeed, GFP translational fusions of our AvrRps4 fragments confirmed that 
AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C did not localize to the nucleus and cytoplasm which is 
where I typically detect AvrRps4 FL, AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C (Figure II-6).   
 
To circumvent possible mislocalization of AvrRps4 fragments we made G2A 
mutations of the AvrRpm1 signal peptide of the EDV constructs.  Data using the 
G2A mutants showed that neither G2A-AvrRps4N nor G2A-AvrRps4C did not trigger 
ETI, similar to the original EDV results (Figure II-7).  However, G2A-AvrRps4 FL 
resulted in decreased resistance compared to the original EDV results.  Protein 
blots appeared to indicate that this was the result of lower overall protein levels of 
the G2A constructs compared to the original EDV constructs, possibly a result of 
protein instability resulting from the G2A mutation.  An additional mutation tested 
was R112L, a mutation which abolishes AvrRps4 processing.  Previously 
published data indicate that processing is required for the virulence activity of 
AvrRps4 but not for ETI (Sohn et al., 2009).  However, I have not been able to 
replicate the finding that R112L still confers resistance. 
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Due to the limitations of the EDV I additionally created an effector delivery system 
utilizing the signal peptide from a different Pseudomonas syringae effector, HopU1 
(Figure II-8A).  HopU1 is a mono-ADP-robosyltransferase which has ubiquitous 
localization in host cells (Fu et al., 2007), theoretically eliminating the membrane 
localization limitations conferred by the AvrRpm1 SP.  Bacterial secretion assays 
confirmed that both the HopU1 N-terminal 50AA and 80AA were sufficient to 
enable secretion of all AvrRps4 variants (FL, AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C) and that 
the secreted proteins were stable (Figure II-8B).  Disease assay data indicated that 
HopU1SP-AvrRps4 FL caused resistance in Col-0 (Figure II-9).  Neither 
HopU1SP-AvrRps4N nor HopU1SP-AvrRps4C alone triggered resistance in Col-0.  
In order to address complementation of ETI by simultaneous delivery of AvrRps4N 
and AvrRps4C I performed a mixed inoculation of HopU1SP-AvrRps4N and 
HopU1SP-AvrRps4C.  The mixed inoculation did not result in ETI.  Possible 
explanations included the possibility that the HopU1SP interferes with AvrRps4C 
activity.  Further experiments would include quantifying bacterial growth. 
 
In sum, these studies confirm that both the AvrRpm1SP and HopU1SP are 
sufficient to secrete AvrRps4 FL, AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C.  However, there are 
limitations to both methods for protein delivery.  The AvrRpm1SP contains a G2 
myristoylation site which results in proteins being localized to cell membranes.  
Mutating the G2 residue to Alanine, while presumably disrupting localization, 
negatively affects protein stability.  The EDV utilizing the AvrRpm1SP could still 
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theoretically be a good way to deliver effectors which target components at host 
cell membranes or are recognized at the membrane. The HopU1SP is not cleaved 
and might disrupt the function of AvrRps4C. 
	
	
	
Figure II-1. Schematic of EDV constructs for delivery of AvrRps4 fragments using 
pVSP_PsSPDes, from Rentel et al. 2008. Constructs for delivery of AvrRps4 FL, 
AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C. 1) SP-AvrRps4, 2) AvrRps4, 3) SP-N, 4) N, 5) SP-C, 6) 
C 
AvrRps4FL, AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C were cloned into the EDV using the 
Gateway system.  Respective variants also generated without the signal peptide 
from AvrRpm1.  AvrRps4 delivery of those variants occurs via the native AvrRps4 
signal peptide of AvrRps4N.  AvrRps4C lacking signal peptides from AvrRpm1 or 
AvrRps4 is not secreted and serves as a negative control. 
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Figure II-2. Bacterial growth assays utilizing the EDV system. 
Growth curve analysis showing that AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 triggers resistance 
when delivered using the EDV system. Plants were inoculated with 5x104 cfu/mL 
suspensions of bacteria and tissue was harvested in triplicate samples at the 0 
and 3 day time points.  Error bars denote standard deviation.  Letters denote 
statistical significance, p<0.05. This experiment was repeated twice with similar 
results.  
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Figure II-3. Bacterial secretion assay confirming functionality of the EDV. 
SP constructs are those which contain the AvrRpm1 signal peptide.  Delta SP C 
contains neither the signal peptide from AvrRpm1 nor AvrRps4 and is therefore 
not secreted.  Kanamycin resistance marker NPTII used as a control to show that 
effector proteins are secreted into supernatant and are not detected as a result of 
cellular lysis. 
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Figure II-4. Dual vector delivery system schematic 
Schematic showing delivery of AvrRps4 fragments using two broad host range 
plasmids.  Molecular cloning and plasmid mobilization were performed as 
previously described.  All proteins were confirmed to be secreted and detected by 
Western blot. 
 
 
 
 
 
pVSP61 pML123
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Figure II-5. Growth curve using dual-plasmid delivery system. 
Growth curve analysis showing that AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4C triggers partial 
resistance when delivered using the EDV system from pML123. Plants were 
inoculated with 5x104 cfu/mL suspensions of bacteria and tissue was harvested in 
triplicate samples at the 0 and 3 day time points.  Error bars denote standard 
deviation, p<0.05. This experiment was repeated twice with similar results.  
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Figure II-6. AvrRpm1 SP disrupts native AvrRps4 localization. 
AvrRps4 full-length, AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C with or without the AvrRpm1 signal 
peptide were C-terminally tagged with GFP and expressed in N. benthamiana. 
Cells were visualized after two days. Arrows indicate nuclei. This experiment was 
repeated twice with similar results. 
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Figure II-7. G2A and R112L mutations attenuate AvrRps4-triggered immunity 
Growth curve analysis showing that G2A AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 FL and G2A 
R112L triggers weaker resistance when delivered using the EDV. Plants were 
inoculated with 5x104 cfu/mL suspensions of bacteria and tissue was harvested in 
triplicate samples at the 0 and 3 day time points.  Error bars denote standard 
deviation.  
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Figure II-8. HopU1 delivery system  
(A) Schematic for delivery of AvrRps4 fragments using a signal peptide derived 
from the Pseudomonas HopU1 effector.  Constructs were cloned as described and 
mobilized into DC3000 hopK1- for bacterial disease assays. (B) Bacterial secretion 
assay showing AvrRps4 proteins are secreted using HopU1 50AA SP.  Probed 
with HA antibodies.  Asterisks denote secreted proteins.   
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Figure II-9. Disease assay with HopU1 50AA signal peptide-secreted AvrRps4 
proteins.  Circles denote representative infiltrated leaves at 1x106 cfu/mL.  Photos 
taken 5 dpi. 
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Chapter 3 
AvrRps4N functions in ETI and is redundant to HopK1N 
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Abstract 
The resistance protein pair RPS4/RRS1 recognizes a Pseudomonas syringae pv. 
pisi effector of unknown biochemical activity, AvrRps4.  Pseudomonas syringae 
pv. tomato DC3000 secretes around 30 effectors into host cells via the Type III 
secretion system.  One such effector, HopK1, contributes significantly to 
pathogenicity of DC3000 in Arabidopsis.  The N-terminal 133 amino acids of 
HopK1 (HopK1N) share 75% sequence identity with the N-terminus of AvrRps4 
(AvrRps4N).  HopK1 and AvrRps4 are both processed in planta between the 
conserved amino acids Gly133 and Gly134.  Previous data suggested that 
AvrRps4C alone is necessary and sufficient for resistance when overexpressed in 
heterologous systems.  I show that delivering the C-terminal 88 amino acids of 
AvrRps4 (AvrRps4C) via an effector delivery vector from wild-type DC3000 triggers 
resistance to levels of wild-type AvrRps4 but not when delivered from a DC3000 
hopK1- mutant strain.  Furthermore, delivering AvrRps4C in tandem with AvrRps4N 
fully complements resistance to levels seen with wild-type AvrRps4.  A chimera of 
HopK1N and AvrRps4C fully complements AvrRps4 ETI, indicating that their N-
terminal moieties are functional and redundant in triggering immunity.  Importantly, 
these data also illustrate that endogenous effectors of pathogens can interfere with 
the immune outputs of artificially introduced effectors.   
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Introduction 
Plants deploy a multilayered immune system with which to defend against invading 
pathogens (Jones & Dangl, 2006).  The first layer of defense, pathogen-associated 
molecular pattern- triggered immunity (PAMP-triggered immunity), relies on 
membrane-localized pattern recognition receptors which recognize conserved 
non-self molecules from pathogens (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010).  Detection of these 
molecules rapidly activates signaling cascades culminating in disease resistance 
(Macho & Zipfel, 2014).  Effector molecules are secreted from pathogens into the 
host cell, often blocking PAMP-triggered immune responses or reprograming host 
cell transcription and physiology, leading to successful colonization of the host 
plant by the pathogen (Xin & He, 2013).  To counteract this, plants have evolved 
resistance proteins which can either directly or indirectly detect the presence of 
these effectors and then ramp up a robust immune response called effector-
triggered immunity (ETI) (Jones et al., 2016).  
 
The effector AvrRps4, originally identified in Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi, has 
currently uncharacterized biochemical activity in host cells.  Full-length AvrRps4 is 
221 amino acids in length and is processed on entry into host cells between Gly133 
and Gly134 (Sohn et al., 2009).  AvrRps4C is a coiled-coil protein which interacts 
with WRKY proteins, a plant-specific class of transcription factors of which several 
have been implicated in defense against pathogens  (Sohn et al., 2012, Sarris et 
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al., 2015, Le Roux et al., 2015).  The resistance protein RESISTANCE TO 
RALSTONIA SOLANACEARUM 1 (RRS1) contains an integrated WRKY domain 
at its C-terminus. RRS1 works as a pair with another resistance protein, 
RESISTANCE TO PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE4 (RPS4), to trigger defense 
against pathogens secreting AvrRps4 (Narusaka et al., 2009).  AvrRps4C interacts 
with the WRKY domain of RRS1, leading to the activation of RPS4.  This defense 
activation is an example of the integrated decoy model (Cesari et al., 2014, 
Nishimura et al., 2015).  
 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 secretes around 30 effector proteins 
into host plant cells via the type III secretion system (Xin & He, 2013, Alfano & 
Collmer, 2004, Grant et al., 2006).  One such effector, HopK1, is a 338 amino acid 
protein which has been previously shown to contribute significantly to the virulence 
of DC3000 (Li et al., 2014).  Similarly to AvrRps4, HopK1 is processed in plant 
cells between amino acids Gly133 and Gly134.  It was suggested that this 
processing occurs exclusively in chloroplasts, and that the N-terminal 20 amino 
acids of HopK1 encode a chloroplast transit peptide (Li et al., 2014).  HopK1N 
(amino acids 1-133) shares 75 percent identity with the N-terminus of AvrRps4.  
AvrRps4 was also shown to be targeted to chloroplasts where processing occurs 
between the conserved Gly133 and Gly134 position.  HopK1N and AvrRps4N 
(amino acids 1-133) both also contain a type three secretion signal at the N-
terminus.  
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RRS1 and RPS4 belong to the Toll/Interleukin-1 Receptor - Nucleotide-Binding - 
Leucine-Rich Repeat (TNL) class of resistance proteins (Deslandes et al., 2002, 
Gassmann et al., 1999) and apart from AvrRps4 also detect the Ralstonia 
solanacearum effector PopP2 and an unknown Colletotrichum higginsianum 
effector (Tasset et al., 2010, Deslandes et al., 2003).  As a paradigm for the 
integrated decoy model (Cesari et al., 2014) and TNL signaling, it is of paramount 
interest to establish how RRS1/RPS4 are activated by the presence of these 
unrelated effectors. PopP2 has been shown to acetylate host proteins, including 
RRS1 in its WRKY domain at amino acid positions that mediate contact with DNA 
(Sarris et al., 2015, Le Roux et al., 2015, Tasset et al., 2010).  Current models 
predict that PopP2 and AvrRps4 evolved to target host WRKYs important in 
resistance but are baited by the decoy WRKY in RRS1, activating RPS4 and 
subsequent defense.  Previously it was shown that the C-terminal 88 amino acids 
of AvrRps4 (AvrRps4C) were sufficient to trigger a hypersensitive response in 
turnip (Sohn et al., 2009).  The coiled-coil AvrRps4C protein directly or indirectly 
interacts with the WRKY domain of RRS1 as well (Williams et al., 2014).  The 
biochemical function of AvrRps4 is unknown.  
 
An additional component of RRS1/RPS4 activation by AvrRps4 is its targeting of 
ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY1 (EDS1), a positive regulator of both 
basal resistance and ETI (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011, Heidrich et al., 2011).  EDS1 
is required for ETI mediated by the TNL class of resistance proteins (Aarts et al., 
1998, Falk et al., 1999).  This may suggest that RRS1/RPS4 guard EDS1, but the 
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connection between the two models of AvrRps4 recognition is not understood.  
AvrRps4N interactions with EDS1 led us to question whether AvrRps4N possessed 
effector functions outside of its signal peptide for secretion and transit peptide for 
chloroplast localization.  Here, I show that HopK1N and AvrRps4N at natural 
expression levels redundantly contribute to RRS1/RPS4-mediated immunity in the 
presence of AvrRps4C, and that both AvrRps4C and either HopK1N or AvrRps4N 
are required for the full ETI-inducing activity of AvrRps4 in Arabidopsis.  I propose 
that separate interactions of AvrRps4N with EDS1 and of AvrRps4C with RRS1 are 
components of RRS1/RPS4 activation.  
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Molecular Cloning 
pTA7002 vectors were used for generating transgenic Arabidopsis lines 
expressing Dex-inducible AvrRps4.  A single Myc tag was introduced into pTA7002 
by amplifying Myc with a 5’ XhoI and 3’ XbaI site.  A T4 Polynucleotide Kinase 
reaction was performed and the insert was ligated into XhoI/SpeI-digested 
pTA7002.  AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C were cloned into pTA7002-Myc using 
restriction cloning.  
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Dex-induced expression of AvrRps4 
For transgenic Arabidopsis, lines were taken to homozygosity.  T4 AvrRps4N were 
crossed with T4 AvrRps4C to generate the F1 expressing both AvrRps4N and 
AvrRps4C.  Plants were treated with 50 μM Dex.  Tissue was collected 24 hours 
post-application and ground in 8 M urea and protein concentration was measured 
by Bradford assay.  
 
Bacterial Plasmid Mobilization 
Plasmids were transferred from E. coli to Pseudomonas syringae DC3000 by 
triparental mating (per Brian Staskawicz).  In brief, E. coli harboring respective 
plasmids were streaked onto LB containing appropriate antibiotics.  DC3000 was 
streaked out onto DifcoTM Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, Dickinson and Company, 
Sparks, MD) (PA) containing Rifampicin 100mg/mL.  A helper E. coli strain was 
streaked out onto LB Kanamycin 50mg/mL.  E. coli and Pseudomonas strains were 
grown for 2 nights at 37°C or 28°C, respectively.  All 3 strains were mixed into 
1.5mL Eppendorf tubes containing LB and 150 µL was plated onto PA with no 
antibiotics.  Bacteria were grown for 2 nights at 28°C.  Bacteria were suspended 
into water and serially diluted onto PA containing appropriate antibiotics.  Single 
colonies were screened via colony PCR to confirm successful mobilization of 
plasmids. 
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Bacterial Secretion Assays 
Bacteria were grown on plates containing appropriate antibiotics overnight.  Cells 
were diluted to an O.D. of 2 x 108 cfu/mL into tubes containing 10 mL minimal 
media (Mudgett & Staskawicz, 1999) at 19°C overnight.  Proteins were precipitated 
using 100% TCA.  Total bacterial pellets or precipitated proteins were subjected to 
immunoblot analysis using HA antibodies (Roche).  Total and secreted proteins 
were subjected to NPTII antibodies to confirm that effectors were not detected in 
secreted fraction due to cell lysis. 
 
Plant-Pathogen Interaction Experiments.  
Plants were grown in short-day conditions as previously described (Bhattacharjee 
et al., 2011).  Arabidopsis rosette leaves were infiltrated with bacteria at 5 x 104 
cfu/mL densities.  Leaf discs were recovered and thoroughly ground in 10 mM 
MgCl2 and plated on DifcoTM Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, Dickinson and 
Company) containing appropriate antibiotics.  Average values from a minimum of 
three biological replicates were used.  A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD test 
to correct for multiple sampling (P<0.05) was used for statistical analyses.   
 
For HR assays, 2 x 108 cfu/mL densities of Pseudomonas fluorescens EtHAn were 
infiltrated into Arabidopsis Ws-0 in previously described chamber conditions.  
Phenotypes were analyzed 24 hours post-infiltration.	
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Results  
HopK1N is functionally redundant to AvrRps4N in effector-triggered immunity  
AvrRps4N is 75% identical to HopK1N, an effector natively secreted from DC3000.  
Both AvrRps4 and HopK1 are processed at the same amino acid residue (133-
134).  This remarkable conservation led us to wonder whether HopK1N and 
AvrRps4N could redundantly trigger immunity in the presence of AvrRps4C.  
Chimeras of HopK1N- AvrRps4C and AvrRps4N-HopK1C were constructed.  When 
delivered via the Pseudomonas fluorescens Effector-to-Host Analyzer system (Pfo 
EtHAn) (Thomas et al., 2009) the AvrRps4 full-length protein triggered a strong 
hypersensitive response (HR) in the Arabidopsis ecotype Wassilewskija (Ws-0) 
after 24 hours (Fig. III-1a).  HopK1 delivered from Pfo EtHAn did not trigger a 
hypersensitive response.  Interestingly, a HopK1N-AvrRps4C chimera indeed 
caused a strong HR, whereas an AvrRps4N-HopK1C chimera did not.  To confirm 
these results, growth curve assays were performed using chimeras delivered from 
a DC3000 hopK1- mutant into the Arabidopsis ecotype Columbia (Col-0).  The 
HopK1N- AvrRps4C chimera indeed triggered resistance similar to full-length 
AvrRps4, whereas AvrRps4N-HopK1C supported bacterial growth similar to empty 
vector (Fig. III-1b).  Taken together, these results indicate that AvrRps4N and 
HopK1N function redundantly in triggering ETI in the presence of AvrRps4C in the 
Arabidopsis system.  
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Figure III-1. HopK1N/AvrRps4C chimeras are functional in ETI.  (A) The indicated 
AvrRps4 and HopK1 constructs were delivered from P. fluorescens into 
Arabidopsis Ws-0.  HR response was observed after 24 hours. This experiment 
was repeated at least twice with similar results.  (B) Growth curve analysis in Col-
0 of wild-type DC3000 or DC3000 hopK1- strains secreting the indicated effectors.  
Plants were inoculated with 5x104 cfu/mL suspensions of bacteria and tissue was 
harvested in triplicate samples at the 0 and 3 day time points.  Error bars denote 
standard deviation.  Asterisks denote significant differences compared to EV, 
p<0.05.  This experiment was repeated twice with similar results.  
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Full-length AvrRps4 fused to the AvrRpm1 signal peptide does not trigger 
immunity in the absence of HopK1 	
The results with our chimeras suggest that AvrRps4N/HopK1N are not sufficient for 
ETI in Col-0.  Data using our different delivery methods also suggested that 
AvrRps4C was not sufficient for full ETI in Col-0.    However, a caveat of the 
pVSP_PsSPdes system was mislocalization of our effectors via the AvrRpm1 SP.  
An open question, therefore, was why AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 full-length triggered 
ETI if AvrRps4N is mislocalized.  Since HopK1 is an effector native to DC3000, we 
wondered whether HopK1 was interfering with our interpretation of the bacterial 
growth data of our AvrRps4 proteins secreted from DC3000.  To address this 
question we introduced all of our AvrRps4 constructs (Fig. II-1) into DC3000 
hopK1- (Li et al., 2014).  Surprisingly, whereas the AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 full-length 
fusion delivered from DC3000 into Arabidopsis Col-0 triggered resistance similar 
to wild-type AvrRps4, the same construct delivered from DC3000 hopK1- failed to 
reconstitute this strong resistance phenotype (Fig. III-2).  Protein secretion assays 
confirmed that our AvrRps4 proteins were still being secreted from DC3000 and 
DC3000 hopK1- (Fig. III-3).  After harvesting tissue from Col-0 leaves infiltrated 
with AvrRpm1SP- AvrRps4 full-length from DC3000 hopK1- we could detect both 
the full-length and processed forms of this fusion protein (Fig. III-4), consistent with 
localization data obtained by transient expression in N. benthamiana (Fig. II-6).  
Taken together with our localization data, this shows that although AvrRps4N 
localizes to the host membrane, AvrRps4C is still liberated after processing when 
full-length AvrRps4 is delivered into host cells via the AvrRpm1 signal peptide.  In 
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some replicate experiments AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 yielded weak and sometimes 
not statistically significant resistance when compared to our empty vector controls 
(Fig. III-2).  This suggests that AvrRps4C alone may trigger a partial resistance 
response, or that the AvrRps4N pool is not completely mislocalized under certain 
conditions.  Taken together, these results suggest that the addition of AvrRps4N or 
HopK1N in conjunction with AvrRps4C enhances any resistance triggered by 
AvrRps4C alone.  
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Figure III-2. ETI is attenuated when AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 is delivered from 
DC3000 hopK1- compared with DC3000.  Plants were inoculated with 5x104 
cfu/mL suspensions of bacteria and tissue was harvested in triplicate samples at 
the 0 and 3 day time points. Error bars denote standard deviation.  Letters denote 
statistical significance by a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD test to correct for 
multiple sampling, p<0.05.  This experiment was repeated twice with similar 
results.  
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Figure III-3. Bacterial secretion assay confirming secreted of T3S effectors.  
Bacteria were grown on plates containing appropriate antibiotics overnight.  Cells 
were diluted to an O.D. of 2 x 108 cfu/mL into tubes containing 10 mL minimal 
media (Mudgett & Staskawicz, 1999) at 19°C overnight.  Proteins were precipitated 
using 100%TCA.  Total bacterial pellets or precipitated proteins were subjected to 
immunoblot analysis using HA antibodies (Roche).  Total and secreted proteins 
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were subjected to NPTII antibodies to confirm that effectors were not detected in 
secreted fraction due to cell lysis.  
 
 
 
 
Figure III-4.  In planta cleavage assay of secreted AvrRpsr4 proteins in 
Arabidopsis.  Arabidopsis Col-0 infiltrated with 109 cfu/mL of DC3000 or DC3000 
hopK1- containing indicated effectors were harvested at given time points and 
subjected to immunoblot analysis using HA antibodies.  Asterisks indicate full-
length or processed AvrRps4-HA proteins, confirming that AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 
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fusion proteins are both delivered and successfully processed in planta.  This 
experiment was conducted by Sang Hee Kim. 
 
 
 
Transgenic plants expressing inducible AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C together 
exhibit enhanced stunting phenotypes compared with plants expressing 
AvrRps4N or AvrRps4C alone 	
To test plant defense phenotypes triggered by the different parts of AvrRps4 in the 
absence of bacteria we generated transgenic lines of Arabidopsis Col-0 expressing 
either AvrRps4N or AvrRps4C after induction with dexamethasone (Dex).  Plants 
with AvrRps4C exhibited reduced growth relative to Col-0 prior to application of 
Dex, likely due to leaky expression of AvrRps4C, but were viable.  Plants with full-
length AvrRps4 or with AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C together exhibited a more severe 
phenotype, and we were not able to obtain stable homozygous lines.  Instead, we 
crossed homozygous Dex-AvrRps4C to Dex- AvrRps4N to produce F1 plants 
expressing both AvrRps4C and AvrRps4N and to Col-0 for equal Dex-AvrRps4C 
dosage.  Plants expressing AvrRps4C exhibited chlorosis 24 hours after induction 
with Dex compared with wild-type Col-0 or Dex-AvrRps4N.  Compared with plants 
expressing either AvrRps4N or AvrRps4C alone, plants expressing both parts of 
AvrRps4 exhibited a severely stunted phenotype 7 days after dexamethasone 
induction (Fig. III-5a).  Additionally, plants expressing both parts of AvrRps4 
yielded higher PATHOGENESIS-RELATED 2 (PR2) protein levels compared with 
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plants expressing AvrRps4N or AvrRps4C alone (Fig. III-5b).  These data indicated 
that AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C together trigger a stronger defense response in 
Arabidopsis compared to plants expressing AvrRps4N or AvrRsp4C individually.  
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Figure III-5.  Overexpression of AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C in Arabidopsis Col-0 
results in enhanced stunting phenotypes.  (A) Plants were sprayed with 50 μM Dex 
or a mock solution.  Representative plants were photographed 1 week after 
spraying.  This experiment was repeated twice with similar results.  (B) Tissue was 
harvested from indicated plants 24 hours after mock (-) or Dex (+) application and 
subjected to immunoblot analysis using PR-2 antibodies.  Ponceau-S indicates 
protein loading by stained RuBisCO.  This experiment was repeated once with 
similar results.  
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Bacteria secreting AvrRps4N in tandem with AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 trigger 
resistance comparable to levels with wild-type AvrRps4 	
To test whether this enhanced resistance could be recapitulated in the bacterial 
system we again utilized the dual-vector system where DC3000 hopK1- mutants 
are made to secrete effectors from two different broad host range plasmids, 
pVSP61 or pML123 (Chapter II).  As in previous experiments, AvrRpm1SP-
AvrRps4 did not trigger resistance when delivered from DC3000 hopK1-.  However, 
when AvrRps4N is delivered from pML123 and AvrRpm1SP-AvrRps4 delivered 
from pVSP61 in tandem the resistance phenotype is identical to that of AvrRps4, 
further confirming that AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C together function in triggering a full 
ETI response (Fig. III-6).  
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Figure III-6.  Bacteria secreting AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C separately and in tandem 
complement resistance triggered by wild-type AvrRps4.  Indicated AvrRps4 
variants were delivered from separate broad host range plasmids (pVSP61 and 
pML123, respectively) in DC3000 hopK1-.  Col-0 plants were inoculated with 5x104 
cfu/mL suspensions of bacteria and tissue was harvested in triplicate samples at 
the 0 and 3 day time points.  Error bars denote standard deviation and values 
labeled with different letters indicate statistically significant differences determined 
by a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD test to correct for multiple sampling 
(P<0.05).  This experiment was repeated twice with similar results.    
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Figure III-7. HopK1N/AvrRps4N conservation (A) and model for AvrRps4-triggered 
immunity (B). 
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Discussion 
We show that AvrRps4 is a bipartite effector protein, where AvrRps4N functions in 
triggering of resistance in the presence of AvrRps4C.  We became interested in 
AvrRps4N upon discovering interactions with the positive regulator of immunity 
EDS1.  Sequence conservation across the entire N-terminal moieties of AvrRps4, 
HopK1, and the Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria effector XopO led us to 
hypothesize that AvrRps4N has functions that extend beyond a T3SS signal and 
chloroplast transit peptide, which usually are encoded in the first 20-50 amino acids 
of a peptide (Petnicki-Ocwieja et al., 2002).  Indeed, another effector HopAQ1 is a 
relatively small 83 amino acid protein with a 50 amino acid signal peptide 
homologous to that of the AvrRps4SP and HopK1SP and a dissimilar sequence in 
its uncleaved C-terminal 33 amino acids (Schechter et al., 2006).  While HopAQ1 
lacks the effector domain of AvrRps4N it is still predicted to translocate to 
chloroplasts.  
We observed processing of AvrRps4 in N. benthamiana and Arabidopsis even with 
N-terminal fusions such as those to AvrRpm1SP.  Since such fusions are predicted 
to block chloroplast import we propose that a subpool of AvrRps4 is processed in 
the cytoplasm, and that AvrRps4 has multiple virulence targets in multiple 
compartments.  Based on our results it appears that AvrRps4-triggered ETI is a 
cytoplasmic or nuclear process.  This does not exclude virulence functions of 
chloroplast-localized AvrRps4 (Li et al., 2014).  
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Searches of NCBI’s protein sequence database using the BLAST algorithm 
(Altschul et al., 1990) failed to identify examples of putative effectors with 
homology to AvrRps4C fused to only a 50 amino acid signal peptide, but 
Xanthomonas XopAK is a homolog of HopK1C fused to a signal peptide lacking 
the 94 amino acid effector domain of AvrRps4N and HopK1N (Potnis et al., 2011).  
We therefore propose a model where more ancient AvrRps4 and HopK1 proteins 
consisted of only AvrRps4N or HopK1N homologues, which presumably targeted 
hubs important to immunity, for example EDS1.  The interactions of these proteins 
with EDS1 may have triggered resistance on resistant plants, and successful 
bacteria evaded this resistance by reshuffling these effector-encoding genes which 
resulted in a fusion of either AvrRps4C or HopK1C to the ancient AvrRps4N 
homologue to suppress resistance.  On the plant end, genes such as the 
RRS1/RPS4 pair arose to recognize the addition of AvrRps4C.  A possible 
implication of AvrRps4N functioning within plant cells as an effector protein includes 
potentially confounding effects in studying immune responses when delivering 
distinct effector molecules using the Effector Detector Vector 3 (pEDV3), which 
delivers effectors into host cells using the first 136 amino acids of AvrRps4 (Sohn 
et al., 2007).  However, the functions of AvrRps4N encoded in pEDV3 should not 
interfere with assays using Pseudomonas pathogens which contain HopK1 or 
AvrRps4 natively.  
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Chapter 4 
The AvrRps4N moiety is a virulence factor on susceptible 
hosts and triggers ETI on resistant plants 
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Abstract 
The pathogen effector AvrRps4, isolated from Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi, 
consists of 221 amino acids and is processed in plant cells between Gly133-
Gly134 to form AvrRps4N (133 amino acids) and AvrRps4C (88 amino acids).  
AvrRps4 triggers resistance via activation of the RPS4/RRS1 resistance protein 
pair.   AvrRps4C was previously shown to trigger a hypersensitive response (HR) 
in turnip.  Follow-up studies revealed that AvrRps4C adopts a coiled-coil structure 
and interacts with WRKY transcription factors.  This model for resistance by 
AvrRps4C is that AvrRps4C interacts with an integrated WRKY domain in the RRS1 
protein.  This interaction activates RPS4, which works as a pair with RRS1 to 
trigger immunity.  In contrast to AvrRps4C, there has been comparatively little 
research to date on possible roles of AvrRps4N.  A recent finding showed that 
AvrRps4N serves as a cleavable transit peptide to traffic AvrRps4 to host 
chloroplasts where it is processed.  However, this study referred to AvrRps4C as 
the effector domain of AvrRps4 without fully addressing the possibility of AvrRps4N 
itself being another effector domain, and additionally did not address the fact that 
components of RPS4 activation (RPS4, RRS1, and EDS1) are all located outside 
of the chloroplasts.  In addition, the high amino acid conservation between 
AvrRps4N and the cleaved N-terminal moiety of another effector, HopK1, extends 
beyond the presumed chloroplast targeting signal to encomass 133 AA.  Our 
interest in the possibility of AvrRps4N itself being a functional effector domain was 
heightened by a hypersensitive response (HR) screen in lettuce cultivars where 
AvrRps4 transiently expressed using Agrobacterium tumefaciens triggers varying 
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degrees of HR.  This screen showed identical AvrRps4 HR patterns across 
cultivars as with HopK1.  With AvrRps4 sharing amino acid similarities with HopK1 
in the N-terminal domain I hypothesized that the N-terminal domain of the 
respective effectors was the trigger for HR in lettuce.  I later confirmed that 
AvrRps4N and HopK1N are sufficient for the HR in lettuce.  Additionally, I observed 
that AvrRps4N and HopK1N HR severity was consistently higher than those of the 
full-length versions of the respective proteins.  Follow-up experiments showed that 
AvrRps4C inhibits HR triggered by AvrRps4N, leading to a model of effector 
chimera evolution for breaking host immune responses.  We additionally observed 
AvrRps4N triggering resistance phenotypes in one Arabidopsis accession and also 
promoting pathogen virulence on another accession, leading to our conclusion that 
AvrRps4N in and of itself is a bona fide effector domain. 
 
Introduction 
Phytopathogens secrete proteinaceous molecules into host plant cells which 
generally benefit the invading pathogen (Jones & Dangl, 2006, Xin & He, 2013).  
The plant immune response is genetically predetermined by resistance genes 
whose products specifically detect these secreted effector proteins (Jones & 
Dangl, 2006).  The effector AvrRps4 is a 221 amino acid effector protein originally 
isolated from the Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi pathogen (Hinsch & Staskawicz, 
1996).  Post-delivery into host cells AvrRps4 is processed into two moieties, 
AvrRps4N (1-133 AA) and AvrRps4C (134-221 AA).  While the biochemical function 
of AvrRps4 remains elusive, recent studies have determined host targets which 
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hypothetically serve to benefit the pathogen on susceptible plants and betray the 
pathogen to a resistant host’s defensive machinery.  AvrRps4 was shown to target 
the lipase-like EDS1 protein, a broad regulator of plant immunity (Bhattacharjee et 
al., 2011).  It has been shown that eds1 mutants are hypersusceptible to cross-
kingdom pathogens (Parker et al., 1996) and EDS1 is required for resistance 
determined by the TIR-NBS-LRR (Toll/interleukin-1 receptor-nucleotide-binding 
site-leucine-rich repeat) (TNL) class of resistance genes (McHale et al., 2006).  
Additionally, AvrRps4 was shown to disrupt interactions between EDS1 and RPS4 
(the resistance protein which detects AvrRps4) (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011).  It was 
proposed that this disruption of EDS1/RPS4 complexes led to the activation of 
RPS4 and thus immunity.  A more recent model for AvrRps4 ETI was proposed 
where RPS4 works as a pair with the RRS1 protein to spark effector-triggered 
immunity (ETI).  In this model, AvrRps4C targets WRKY transcription factors, 
presumably to inhibit defense gene programming.  RRS1 contains an integrated 
WRKY domain which “traps” AvrRps4C, subsequently leading to the activation of 
RPS4 (Sarris et al., 2015, Le Roux et al., 2015, Williams et al., 2014).  This model 
was later referred to as the integrated decoy model but does not predict how EDS1 
as a presumed downstream signaling factor fits into the activation of RPS4 (Cesari 
et al., 2014). 
 
Interest in AvrRps4C as an effector domain began with the observation that 
AvrRps4C, but not AvrRps4N, triggered a hypersensitive response in turnip 
(Brassica rapa) cv. Just right (Sohn et al., 2009).  Subsequent publications 
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assumed that AvrRps4C is the effector domain of AvrRps4 while AvrRps4N served 
as a type III secretion signal and a chloroplast transit peptide, even though each 
of these functions would only require the first 50 or so amino acids (Li et al., 2014).  
We previously observed an interaction between AvrRps4N and EDS1 which led to 
our hypothesis that AvrRps4N might also be an effector domain with implications 
in plant virulence or ETI (Figure IV-1).  Our follow-up studies which included 
pathogen growth in Arabidopsis and HR phenotypes in lettuce (Lactuca sativa) 
have concluded that AvrRps4N is a bona fide effector domain with notable effects 
on pathogen virulence and plant resistance.  Using the lettuce system I additionally 
discovered that AvrRps4C inhibits the HR triggered by AvrRps4N, leading us to a 
model for the evolution of chimeric effectors.   
 
I propose that AvrRps4N (and HopK1N) are the more ancient effectors which initially 
promoted pathogen fitness, presumably through disrupting EDS1 function.  Later, 
plant resistance genes arose which could detect AvrRps4N (remnants of this 
ancient detection exist in the non-host lettuce and, rarely, some Arabidopsis 
accessions).  Selective pressure to break this resistance resulted in the distinct 
effector chimeras AvrRps4, HopK1, and XopO, another chimeric effector from 
Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria which has high similarity at its N-terminus 
to AvrRps4N and HopK1N.  Divergent C-termini emerged via genome reshuffling 
which could suppress the HR triggered by the N-termini of these distinct effectors, 
again enabling pathogen growth on previously resistant plants.  Natural selection 
resulted in populations of plants which could then recognize the novel C-termini of 
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these effectors, an example being the combined interception of AvrRps4N and 
AvrRps4C by RPS4/RRS1.  
 
Materials and Methods 
 
Molecular Cloning and Protein-Protein Interaction Experiments 
EDS1 was cloned into pET28a by inserting amplified EDS1 into SalI/XhoI using 
restriction digestion (for all cloning primers, see Table S1). HA-avrRps4 and 
avrRps4- HA were cloned by inserting amplified avrRps4 into the SpeI site of 
pMDC-HA or the KpnI site of pMDC-HA, respectively. pMDC-HA was cloned by 
cutting pMDC43 with KpnI and SpeI to remove the GFP tag and Gateway cassette. 
A single HA tag oligo was ligated into this site as a KpnI/XbaI fragment with a 3’ 
SpeI site followed by a stop codon.  
 
pTA7002 vectors were used for generating transgenic Arabidopsis lines 
expressing Dex-inducible AvrRps4. A single Myc tag was introduced into pTA7002 
by amplifying Myc with a 5’ XhoI and 3’ XbaI site. A T4 Polynucleotide Kinase 
reaction was performed and the insert was ligated into XhoI/SpeI-digested 
pTA7002. AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C were cloned into pTA7002-Myc using 
restriction cloning.  
 
BL21(DE3) competent cells were transformed with GST- EV, AvrRps4N, 
AvrRps4C, AvrRps4 (pDEST15, cloned via Gateway as previously described) (21) 
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or His-T7-EDS1 individually. Overnight cultures from fresh colonies were used to 
inoculate 200 mL LB, incubating 3-4 hours at 37°C under selection. Expression 
was induced with 2 mM IPTG overnight at 22°C. Cultures were centrifuged 10 min 
at 5k rpm and resuspended in 20 mL TBS with 0.01% np-40, 1x cOmpleteTM 
EDTA-free protease inhibitor (Roche). Working lysate was prepared by French 
press lysis followed by centrifugation. GST beads were prepared according to 
manufacturer’s instructions (G-Biosciences, St. Louis, MO USA). 200 μL bead 
slurry was washed in each column by 20 mL cold TBS. 10 mL working lysate 
(AvrRps4) was added to columns and incubated on a rotating shaker for 1 hr at 
4°C. Columns were washed with 100x column volume cold TBS. A 9.5 ml 2x 
dilution of HIS-T7-EDS1 lysate was then added to each column and incubated 
shaking at 4°C for 1 hr. Columns were again washed with 100x column volume 
cold TBS. Protein was eluted from beads by adding 250 μL 10 mM GST to the 
columns and shaking for 15 min at RT. Immunoblot analysis of input and IP 
fractions were performed using 1:10,000 αGST-HRP and 1:20,000 αT7-HRP 
(EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA USA) antibody dilutions, respectively.  
 
For In Planta CoIPs, Agrobacterium strains harboring Myc-EDS1 and HA- AvrRps4 
or AvrRps4-HA were infiltrated into N. benthamiana leaves at 0.2 OD. After 48 
hours 1.5 g of tissue was collected and ground in 1.5 ml buffer H (50 mM HEPES 
ph7.5, 250 mM sucrose, 15 mM EDTA, 5% glycerol, 3 mM DTT, 0.5% PVPP, 1x 
Sigma protease inhibitor cocktail). Lysate was centrifuged at 1600 x g for 20 
minutes. Supernatant was then spun at 100,000 x g for 1 hour to pellet 
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microsomes. Pellets were resuspended in 1 ml buffer H with 1% NP-40. Protein 
concentration was measured by Bradford assay, and samples were adjusted to 
0.5 mg/ml protein. 10 μl of HA- conjugated beads (Sigma) were added to each 
sample and incubated at 4°C overnight. Beads were washed three times with 
buffer H with 0.2% NP-40.  
 
 
Dex-induced expression of AvrRps4 
For pathogen growth experiments using dex-induced AvrRps4 plants were treated 
with 50 μM Dex.  Transcript levels of avrRps4 in transgenic plants expressing 
avrRps4N (N2 and N8) were measured by semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis after 
total RNA was isolated from 10-day-old seedlings grown on MS media containing 
1 μM Dex (+) or mock (-).  Reverse transcription PCR was conducted as described 
previously (Kim et al., 2010).  Briefly, total RNA was isolated from indicated plant 
leaves using TRIzol reagent (Ambion) and RNA was reverse transcribed into cDNA 
using oligo(dT)15 primers and Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse 
transcriptase (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  Equivalent 
amounts of cDNA were subjected in PCR reaction to analyze expression of 
avrRps4 and PR1.  
ACTIN2 was used as an internal control.  To measure protein levels in N2 and N8 
total protein was isolated from 3-week-old plants 24 hours after spraying with 50 
μM Dex (+) or mock (-). GAPDH was used as a loading control.  
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Bacterial Plasmid Mobilization 
Plasmids were transferred from E. coli to Pseudomonas syringae DC3000 by 
triparental mating.  In brief, E. coli harboring respective plasmids were streaked 
onto LB containing appropriate antibiotics.  DC3000 was streaked out onto DifcoTM 
Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, Dickinson and Company, Sparks, MD) (PA) 
containing Rifampicin 100mg/mL.  A helper E. coli strain was streaked out onto LB 
Kanamycin 50mg/mL.  E. coli and Pseudomonas strains were grown for 2 nights 
at 37°C or 28°C, respectively.  All 3 strains were mixed into 1.5mL Eppendorf tubes 
containing LB and 150 µL was plated onto PA with no antibiotics.  Bacteria were 
grown for 2 nights at 28°C.  Bacteria were suspended into water and serially diluted 
onto PA containing appropriate antibiotics.  Single colonies were screened via 
colony PCR to confirm successful mobilization of plasmids. 
 
Plant-Pathogen Interaction Experiments.  
Plants were grown in short-day conditions as previously described (Bhattacharjee 
et al., 2011).  Arabidopsis rosette leaves were infiltrated with bacteria at 5 x 104 
cfu/mL densities.  Leaf discs were recovered and thoroughly ground in 10 mM 
MgCl2 and plated on DifcoTM Pseudomonas Agar (Becton, Dickinson and 
Company, Sparks, MD) containing appropriate antibiotics.  Average values from a 
minimum of three biological replicates were used.  A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s 
HSD test to correct for multiple sampling (P<0.05) was used for statistical 
analyses.   
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For HR assays in lettuce, L. sativa cv. Kordaat was infiltrated with Agrobacterium 
at O.D. 0.2.  Phenotypes were visualized 5 dpi as previously described 
(Wroblewski et al., 2009).	
 
Results  
AvrRps4N interacts with EDS1  
We previously showed that N-terminally tagged full-length AvrRps4 interacts with 
EDS1 in vivo and in vitro, indicating that the interaction is direct and mainly 
mediated by AvrRps4N (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011).  Follow-up studies showed that 
AvrRps4N specifically associated with EDS1 (Figure IV-1).  To eliminate the 
possibility that amino acids added to AvrRps4 using the GATEWAY cloning 
cassette and to investigate which AvrRps4 fragment binds to EDS1, we repeated 
these experiments with N- and C-terminally tagged native full-length AvrRps4, 
confirming the interaction and showing that in vivo it is mainly mediated by 
AvrRps4N (Figure IV-2A).  In addition, AvrRps4N specifically associated with EDS1 
in vitro (IV-2B).  This interaction implies a function of AvrRps4N in pathogen fitness 
outside of type III secretion and chloroplast localization, perhaps in bacterial 
virulence or avirulence as effectors commonly target key hubs of resistance 
(Gassmann & Bhattacharjee, 2012).  
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Figure IV-1. AvrRps4N interacts with EDS1.  Gateway versions of HA-AvrRps4 full-
length, AvrRps4N, or AvrRps4C were expressed in N. benthamiana with Myc-EDS1 
as previously described.  Complexes from soluble (S) or microsomal (M) fractions 
were pulled down with Myc and probed with HA antibodies.  Stars indicate AvrRps4 
full-length, AvrRps4N, or AvrRps4C.  Circle indicates processed AvrRps4.  This 
experiment was performed by Saikat Bhattacharjee. 
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Figure IV-2. AvrRps4N directly interacts with EDS1. (A) Co-IP of non-Gateway 
AvrRps4 and EDS1 expressed in and extracted from N. benthamiana.  White dots 
mark the expected sizes of HA-tagged proteins.  Results show associations 
between AvrRps4 and EDS1 in the microsomal fraction.  This experiment was 
repeated once with similar results.  (B) In vitro interaction between AvrRps4N and 
EDS1 in E. coli.  Proteins were pulled down and subjected to immunoblot analysis 
with either His or T7 antibodies. This experiment was repeated once with similar 
results.  In planta CoIPs were performed by Chris Garner.  In vitro CoIPs were 
performed by Ben Spears. 
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AvrRps4N in the absence of AvrRps4C enhances susceptibility in the 
Arabidopsis Col-0 accession 
AvrRps4N interacted with EDS1 and was required for AvrRps4-triggered immunity.  
Another observation was that Dex-AvrRps4N lines showed reduced growth after 
application of Dex but no PR2 induction, and AvrRps4N eliminated background 
PR2 expression in Dex- AvrRps4C/AvrRps4N F1 plants compared to Dex-
AvrRps4C/Col F1 plants in the absence of Dex (Fig. III-5).  A reasonable prediction 
of these phenotypes is that AvrRps4N in the absence of AvrRps4C has a detectable 
virulence activity on susceptible plant genotypes.  As previously observed, 
bacterial growth of DC3000 hopK1- was five to ten-fold higher in Dex-treated line 
2 (N2) than mock-treated N2 or Dex-treated Col-0, although Dex-treated line 8 
(N8) and mock- treated N8 were equally susceptible.  However, the growth of wild-
type DC3000 was equal in all plants tested (Figure IV-3), another indicator that the 
virulence function of AvrRps4N in DC3000 is redundant to that of native HopK1N.  
AvrRps4N transcripts were increased in both N2 and N8 within 24 hours after Dex 
treatment (Figure IV-4a).  Consistent with the bacterial growth curve assays, 
expression of the defense marker gene PR1 was downregulated in transgenic 
plants expressing AvrRps4N.  These results strongly suggest that AvrRps4N 
contributes to bacterial virulence in DC3000 lacking HopK1, further supporting that 
AvrRps4 is a bipartite effector.  
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Figure IV-3. AvrRps4N overexpression enhances bacterial virulence.  In planta 
bacterial growth was measured in two independent AvrRps4N lines (N2 and N8) 
and Col-0 on day 0 (white bars) and day 3 (black bars) after inoculation with 
DC3000 (top) and DC3000 hopK1- (bottom) at 5x104 cfu/mL in the presence of 
dexamethasone (Dex) or ethanol (mock).  Values represent averages of cfu/cm2 
leaf tissue from quadruplicate samples, and error bars denote standard deviation.  
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Values labeled with different letters indicate statistically significant differences 
(P<0.05).  This experiment was repeated twice with similar results.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure IV-4.  (A) Transcript levels of avrRps4 and PR1 in transgenic plants 
expressing avrRps4N (N2 and N8) and wild-type Col-0 by semi-quantitative RT-
PCR analysis.  Expression of PR1 was inversely related with that of avrRps4N.  
Total RNA was isolated from 10-day-old seedlings grown on MS media containing 
1 μM Dex (+) or mock (-).  ACTIN2 was used as an internal control.  (B) Protein 
levels of AvrRps4 and PR1 in transgenic plants expressing avrRps4N (N2 and N8).  
Total protein was isolated from 3-week-old plants 24 hours after spraying with 50 
μM Dex (+) or mock (-).  GAPDH was used as a loading control.  Experiments were 
performed by Sang Hee Kim. 
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AvrRps4N expressed in Lactuca sativa triggers HR 
Based on my data showing that AvrRps4N is required for full AvrRps4 ETI in Col-0 
and that AvrRps4N separately enhances bacterial growth we predicted that some 
plants can recognize AvrRps4N.  Previously published studies looked at the ability 
of different effectors to trigger an HR when expressed in lettuce.  Severity of HR 
to a collection of tested effectors varied depending on cultivar, with some cultivars 
triggering strong HR against AvrRps4 and a few with no response.  Strikingly, the 
pattern of HR across the cultivars tested was identical between AvrRps4 and 
HopK1.  Based on the fact that these distinct effectors only share homology at their 
N-termini I hypothesized that AvrRps4N and HopK1N were necessary and sufficient 
for these responses.  To test this hypothesis we expressed AvrRps4 full-length, 
AvrRps4N, and AvrRps4C in addition to HopK1 full-length, HopK1N, and HopK1C in 
lettuce.  Empty vector controls were also tested.  As expected, AvrRps4 full-length 
and HopK1 full-length triggered HR in the cultivars Salad Bowl and Kordaat but not 
Ninja (which was previously shown to not respond to AvrRps4 or HopK1).  We 
confirmed that AvrRps4N and HopK1N were also sufficient to trigger an HR in Salad 
Bowl and Kordaat (Figure IV-5).  I note here that these N-terminally tagged 
effectors, which presumably block the presumed chloroplast transit peptides of 
these effectors, were still fully functional in triggering HR. 
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Surprisingly, the HR triggered by the AvrRps4N and HopK1N were more severe 
than HRs triggered by the respective full-length effectors.  Possible explanations 
for this observation included processing being critical for HR or, intriguingly, that 
AvrRps4C was inhibiting HR triggered by AvrRps4N.  One piece of evidence 
supporting the latter hypothesis was the observation that AvrRps4C and HopK1C 
triggered no response at all.  To further explore this possibility we simultaneously 
expressed AvrRps4N with AvrRps4C in Kordaat (Figure IV-6).  We have 
consistently observed that AvrRps4N HR is attenuated with the addition of 
AvrRps4C, concluding that AvrRps4C dampens the HR response triggered by 
AvrRps4N. 
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Figure IV-5. AvrRps4N is necessary and sufficient to trigger HR in L. sativa cv. 
Kordaat.  N-terminally tagged versions of AvrRps4 full-length, AvrRps4N, and 
AvrRps4C along with HopK1 full-length, HopK1N, and HopK1C were transiently 
expressed in lettuce using Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58C1 at an O.D. of 0.4.  
HR phenotypes were visualized 4 days post-infiltration.  AvrRps4N and HopK1N 
both yielded severe necrosis phenotypes.  AvrRps4 full-length and HopK1 full-
length both yielded moderate necrosis.  AvrRps4C and HopK1C gave no visible 
necrosis, identical to the Myc-pBA empty vector control.  This experiment was 
repeated at least 3 times with similar results. 
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Figure IV-6. AvrRps4C inhibits AvrRps4N HR.  Agrobacterium with HA-pBA 
AvrRps4 full-length, AvrRps4N, AvrRps4C, or a mixture of AvrRps4N and AvrRps4C 
were infiltrated into L. sativa cv. Kordaat at an O.D. of 0.2 (0.2 of each for the mixed 
sample).  Phenotypes were visualized 4 days post-infiltration.  Experiment was 
conducted with the assistance of Conner Rogan and Elizabeth Okafor. 
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Discussion 
Most studies of AvrRps4 in recent years have focused on AvrRps4C, which triggers 
an HR in turnip (Sohn et al. 2009).  Recently published data include interactions 
between AvrRps4C and WRKY domains as well as a crystal structure which 
illustrates the coiled-coil structure of AvrRps4C (Williams et al., 2014)(Sarris et al. 
2015)(Le Roux et al. 2015).  However, a biochemical function for AvrRps4C 
remains elusive.  I show that AvrRps4N triggers an HR in lettuce and includes an 
effector domain with notable effects on virulence.  Future studies include mapping 
the genes whose products recognize AvrRps4N as well as determining a 
biochemical function for AvrRps4N.  Based on protein-protein interaction data 
which confirm that AvrRps4N targets EDS1 it is possible that AvrRps4N is modifying 
host substrates including EDS1 and thus enhancing virulence. 
 
Importantly, I believe my studies point to a model for the evolution of effector 
chimeras including AvrRps4 (Figure IV-7).  In this model, AvrRps4N is the more 
ancient effector which originally targeted conserved hubs important to resistance, 
one possibility being EDS1, leading to susceptibility and giving an advantage to 
the pathogen.  Later, host machinery evolved which could detect AvrRps4N, 
providing the plant with the advantage.  This detection exists in some plants such 
as the non-host lettuce.  As an alternative to getting rid of AvrRps4N, reshuffling of 
the pathogen genome resulted in a fusion of AvrRps4N and a domain which 
suppressed immunity triggered by AvrRps4N, allowing successful pathogens to 
evade host resistance defenses.  As another counterpoint, new plant genes 
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emerged which could then detect the addition of the novel C-terminal effector 
domain (RPS4/RRS1), again benefitting the plant.  In essence, this model explains 
why and how chimeric effectors evolved and still persist. 
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Figure IV-7. Model for evolution of effector chimeras 
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 Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
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Plants deploy a multi-layered and modular immune system to defend themselves 
against would-be pathogens (Jones & Dangl, 2006).  An initial layer of these 
defenses, pathogen-associated molecular pattern-triggered immunity (PAMP-
triggered immunity), deploys membrane-localized pattern recognition receptors 
which recognize conserved non-self signals from pathogens and lead to signaling 
cascades resulting in immunity (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010, Macho & Zipfel, 2014).  
The deployment of pathogen effector molecules often functions in blocking PAMP-
triggered immune responses, leading to successful colonization of the host plant 
by the pathogen (Xin & He, 2013).  Effector-triggered immunity occurs when plants 
detect these effectors, leading to resistance (Jones et al., 2016).   
 
One such effector is AvrRps4, isolated from Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi 
(Hinsch & Staskawicz, 1996).  Full-length AvrRps4, 221 amino acids, is cleaved in 
pant cells between Gly133 and Gly134 (Sohn et al., 2009).  AvrRps4C forms a 
coiled-coil and has been shown to interact with WRKY transcription factors (Sohn 
et al., 2012) (Sarris et al., 2015).  The resistance protein RRS1 contains an 
integrated WRKY domain at its C-terminus and works as a pair with the RPS4 
resistance protein to trigger defense against pathogens secreting AvrRps4.  This 
is an example of the integrated decoy model, where resistance proteins have 
evolved fused “decoy” targets: effectors which target specific host proteins also 
target the decoy domains, betraying the pathogen to the host’s resistance protein 
surveillance system (Cesari et al., 2014). 
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The gram-negative bacterium Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 
secretes around 30 of these effector proteins into host plant cells via the type III 
secretion system, a needle-like structure which translocates effectors from the 
bacterium into the plant cell (Xin & He, 2013, Alfano & Collmer, 2004, Grant et al., 
2006).  One of these is HopK1, a 338 amino acid protein which enhances virulence 
of DC3000 (Li et al., 2014).  Similarly to AvrRps4, HopK1 is cleaved in plant cells 
between amino acids Gly133 and Gly134.  Furthermore, HopK1N (amino acids 1-
133) is 75 percent identical to the N-terminus of AvrRps4.  
 
Further interest in exploring possible functions of the N-terminal moieties of these 
proteins arose during studies on full-length AvrRps4.  We previously showed that 
AvrRps4 interacts with a positive regulator of both basal and effector-triggered 
immunity (ETI) in Arabidopsis thaliana known as EDS1 (ENHANCED DISEASE 
SUSCEPTIBILITY1) (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011).  EDS1 is required for effector-
triggered immunity mediated by the Toll Interleukin Receptor Nucleotide-Binding 
Leucine-Rich Repeat (TNL) class of resistance proteins (Aarts et al., 1998) (Falk 
et al., 1999).  Previously it was shown that the C-terminal 88 amino acids of 
AvrRps4 was sufficient to trigger a hypersensitive response in turnip (Sohn et al., 
2009).   
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I have characterized AvrRps4 as a bipartite effector protein, where AvrRps4N 
functions in multiple distinct ways: 1) Amplifying ETI in the presence of AvrRps4C 
in Arabidopsis Col-0, 2) serving as a virulence factor in the absence of AvrRps4C 
in Col-0, and 3) triggering HR in the absence of AvrRps4C in lettuce.  Remarkable 
sequence conservation between the N-terminal moieties of AvrRps4, HopK1, and 
the Xanthomonas campestris pv. vesicatoria effector XopO led us to hypothesize 
that AvrRps4N has functions that extend beyond a T3SS signal.  Indeed, another 
effector, HopAQ1, is a relatively small 83 amino acid protein with a 50 amino acid 
signal peptide (SP) homologous to that of the AvrRps4SP and HopK1SP and a 
dissimilar sequence in its uncleaved C-terminal 33 amino acids (Schechter et al., 
2006). Searches of NCBI’s protein sequence database using the BLAST algorithm 
(Altschul et al., 1990) failed to identify putative effectors with homology to 
AvrRps4C fused to only a 50 amino acid signal peptide, but a distinct Xanthomonas 
effector, XopAK, is a homolog of HopK1C fused to a signal peptide lacking the 
presumed 94 amino acid effector domain of AvrRps4N and HopK1N (Potnis et al., 
2011).  These data show that there exist reciprocal domain swaps of effectors 
across multiple pathogens.  
 
 I therefore propose a model where more ancient AvrRps4 and HopK1 proteins 
consisted of only AvrRps4N or HopK1N homologues, which presumably targeted 
hubs important to immunity, for example EDS1.  The interactions of these proteins 
with EDS1 may have triggered resistance on resistant plants.  Evidence of this 
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ancient resistance still persists in some plants, including the non-host lettuce.  As 
a counter to this, successful bacteria evaded this resistance by reshuffling these 
effector-encoding genes which resulted in a fusion of either AvrRps4C or HopK1C 
to the ancient AvrRps4N homologue to suppress resistance.  Evidence supporting 
this hypothesis of effector fusion to evade detection include my observation that 
AvrRps4C inhibits the HR triggered by AvrRps4N in lettuce.  Again, on the plant 
end, genes perhaps arose to recognize the addition of AvrRps4C (for example the 
RPS4/RRS1 pair).  Evidence for this include our data which show that AvrRps4N 
alone is sufficient to enhance bacterial virulence in Arabidopsis Col-0 whereas 
addition of AvrRps4C again makes Col-0 fully resistant to bacteria expressing 
AvrRps4.  An important possible implication of AvrRps4N functioning within plant 
cells as an effector protein includes interference in studying immune responses 
when delivering distinct effector molecules using the Effector Detector Vector 3 
(pEDV3), which delivers effectors into host cells using the first 136 amino acids of 
AvrRps4 (Sohn et al., 2007).  However, these effects may not be noticed when 
using pEDV3 to deliver effectors from Pseudomonas pathogens, which contain 
HopK1 or AvrRps4 natively, and thus still has utility when delivered from these 
pathogens. 
 
An outstanding question is how AvrRps4N is involved in resistance-triggering in 
addition to serving as a virulence factor.  One possible explanation for this is that 
AvrRps4N, through interactions with EDS1, triggers resistance via EDS1: in the 
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presence of RPS4/RRS1 AvrRps4N boosts EDS1 immune signaling through its 
interactions.  We previously proposed that EDS1 has roles both upstream and 
downstream of resistance protein activation and this biology might explain how 
AvrRps4 functions in triggering immunity (Bhattacharjee et al., 2011, Gassmann & 
Bhattacharjee, 2012).  Perhaps interactions of AvrRps4N with EDS1 constitutes 
the first step of resistance protein activation but is insufficient to trigger immunity 
in the absence of the C-terminus which functions concurrently with R protein 
activation, resulting in the final robust amplitude of the immune response.  
 
While my data present the advances made in understanding AvrRps4N function, 
future work should illuminate answers to persisting unknown questions.  Among 
these are: 1) What is the structure of the lettuce resistance gene, or genes, which 
recognizes AvrRps4N, 2) What structure does AvrRps4N itself adopt, and 3) What 
is the biochemical function of AvrRps4N.  Cross-kingdom pathogens have retained 
AvrRps4N or AvrRps4N homologues, and I show that these proteins contribute to 
pathogen virulence and can be detected by some plants which again highlight its 
importance.  Further studies of AvrRps4N should lead to further insights into how 
the plant immune system works by identifying important immune system hubs in 
addition to EDS1 targeted by AvrRps4N, perhaps leading to advances in 
engineering durable resistance in agronomic crops. 
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